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ABSTRACT
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Abstract
With the completion of the human genome sequencing project, attention is currently
shifting toward understanding how genetic variation, such as single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), leads to disease. To identify, understand, and control biological
mechanisms of living organisms, the enormous amounts of accumulated sequence information must be coupled to faster, cheaper, and more powerful technologies for
DNA, RNA, and protein analysis. One approach is the miniaturization of analytical
methods through the application of microfluidics, which involves the manipulation
of fluids in micrometer-sized channels. Advances in microfluidic chip technology are
expected to play a major role in the development of cost-effective and rapid DNA
analysis methods.
This thesis presents microfluidic approaches for different DNA genotyping assays.
The overall goal is to combine the potential of the microfluidic lab-on-a-chip concept with biochemistry to develop and improve current methods for SNP genotyping.
Three genotyping assays using miniaturized microfluidic approaches are addressed.
The first two assays are based on primer extension by DNA polymerase. A microfluidic device consisting of a flow-through filter chamber for handling beads with
nanoliter liquid volumes was used in these studies. The first assay involved an allelespecific extension strategy. The microfluidic approach took advantage of the different reaction kinetics of matched and mismatched configurations at the 3’-ends of
a primer/template complex. The second assay consisted of adapting pyrosequencing technology, a bioluminometric DNA sequencing assay based on sequencing-bysynthesis, to a microfluidic flow-through platform. Base-by-base sequencing was performed in a microfluidic device to obtain accurate SNP scoring data on nanoliter
volumes. This thesis also presents the applications of monolayer of beads immobilized by microcontact printing for chip-based DNA analysis. Single-base incorporation
could be detected with pyrosequencing chemistry on these monolayers.
The third assay developed is based on a hybridization technology termed Dynamic
Allele-Specific Hybridization (DASH). In this approach, monolayered beads containing DNA duplexes were randomly immobilized on the surface of a microheater chip.
DNA melting-curve analysis was performed by dynamically heating the chip while
simultaneously monitoring the DNA denaturation profile to determine the genotype.
Multiplexing based on single-bead analysis was achieved at heating rates more than
20 times faster than conventional DASH provides.
Keywords single nucleotide polymorphism, DNA sequencing, pyrosequencing, allelespecific extension, allele-specific hybridization, beads, bioluminescence, genotyping, microsystem, microfluidics, micro total analysis system, lab-on-a-chip,
bead handling, microcontact printing
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Perhaps too much of everything is as bad as too little...
Edna Ferber
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Introduction

Biology has at least 50 more interesting years
- James D. Watson
Deoxyribonucleic acid or DNA is a double-stranded molecule inside the nucleus of a
cell and carries the genetic instructions for making living organisms. The information
is carried in the form of a genetic code and is determined by the sequence of the four
bases: adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), and cytosine (C). The structure of
DNA was first described by James Watson and Francis Crick in 1953 [1], for which
they were awarded the Nobel Prize. In April 2003, 50 years later, one of the most
important scientific achievements in history was announced - the sequence of the human’s 3.2-gigabase genome [2]. This accomplishment was the work of thousands of
scientists from around the world in the public Human Genome Project [3] and the
private Celera genome project [4]. Although it took about 20 years from conception to completion, the sequence of the genome itself was produced over a relatively
short period with coverage rising from about 10% to more than 90% over roughly
fifteen months [2]. Crucial factors in achieving the exponential efficiency of sequence
throughput were the automation in the form of commercial sequencing machines,
the process miniaturization, and the optimization of biochemistry and algorithms for
sequence assembly [5].
With the completion of the draft of the human genome, the challenge now is
to understand how the genes interact with proteins, drugs, metabolites, and other
molecules in the cell to control its functions. Identifying genetic variations between
individuals will increase our understanding of genetically related diseases and disorders and lead to molecular-level treatment specific to each individual. Consequently,
a great deal of effort is being put into the development of robust, cost-effective, and
high-throughput technologies for genetic-variation analysis. Thus, the work described
in this thesis focused on developing methods for genetic variation analysis primarily
by system miniaturization based on microfluidic technology and microsystem technology. To put this work in context, the most common types of genetic variation
are described briefly, and the current technologies involved in genetic-variation analysis are reviewed. An overview of current miniaturized formats for high throughput
analysis is presented. Finally, my work in this thesis pertaining to DNA analysis is
summarized.
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SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE POLYMORPHISMS

3

Single nucleotide polymorphisms
The cloning of humans is on most of the
lists of things to worry about from Science,
along with behavior control, genetic engineering, transplanted heads, computer poetry and
the unrestrained growth of plastic flowers.
- Lewis Thomas (1913–1993)

The DNA content of one individual is 99.9 percent identical to any other person’s
DNA. Differences in the sequence of DNA among individuals are called genetic variation. Genetic variation accounts for some of the differences between individuals, such
as eye color, length, and blood group. However, genetic variation may also predispose
some people to disease and explain why some respond better to certain drugs than
to others. Therefore, detecting genetic differences between individuals and determining their impact on human health are fundamental in genomic research. The most
common genetic variations are called single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). SNPs
are single base-pair positions in genomic DNA at which different sequence alternatives, alleles, exist in normal individuals in a population (Figure 1). By definition, a
position is referred to as a SNP when it exists in at least two variants for which the
least abundant allele is present at or above a frequency of 1% in the tested population.
Variations that occur at lower frequencies are not considered useful for genetic studies
simply because they are not likely to occur in enough individuals. They are referred
to as rare variants of the locus instead of SNPs. SNPs occur on 3 per 1000 base pairs
in the human genome on average [6].

Gene 1

allele 1

A

allele 2

T G

C

Gene 2
Chromosome

DNA

SNP

Figure 1. SNP position with two alternative DNA sequences (alleles).

There has been a large academic and industrial effort to discover and catalogue
SNPs. To date, nearly 10 million SNPs have been catalogued and entered into public
databases, such as the SNP Consortium (TSC) and the Human Genome Variation
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database (HGVbase). Recently, the haplotype mapping (HapMap) project was initiated in a joint effort by leading academic and commercial teams. A haplotype is
defined as a series of closely linked alleles in a unit on the same chromosome. The haplotypes can contain a large number of SNPs, but a few SNPs are enough to uniquely
identify the haplotypes in a block. The aim is to characterize the structure of sequence variation throughout the genome. SNP maps promise to increase significantly
our ability to understand and treat complex diseases such as cancer, diabetes, asthma,
vascular disease, and psychiatric disorders. Furthermore, their high prevalence of distributions across the genome [7, 8] makes SNPs suitable for serving as genetic markers
in linkage studies. Because DNA segments that lie near each other on a chromosome
tend to be inherited together, SNPs can be used as an indirect way of tracking the
inheritance pattern of a gene that has not yet been identified but whose approximate
location is known. Therefore, pharmaceutical companies may also use SNPs as markers to discover new and better genes for identifying new drug targets for a number of
common and complex diseases.
As the number of identified SNPs increases, the demand will increase for efficient
methods to score them to fully explore their impact on human health. Several methods
that have been developed to meet the demand are reviewed in the following Chapter.

3

SNP GENOTYPING TECHNOLOGIES

3

5

SNP genotyping technologies

”A man without a method is not a man”
Michael O’Donovan, commenting on the ever-increasing number of genotyping methods
The first DNA sequencing method was described in 1977 by Sanger and co-workers
[9]. This method, which came to be called Sanger DNA sequencing, is based on
enzymatic chain termination, a set of single-stranded DNA molecules is generated,
that is size-separated by gel electrophoresis. This method is by far the most common
sequencing approach and has been further developed and optimized. Sanger DNA
sequencing was the workhorse in the genome project and has been widely used in
SNP discovery. However, its use in SNP genotyping is limited by its low throughput
and relatively high cost per sample. Pyrosequencing, an alternative to Sanger DNA
sequencing, was developed in 1998 [10]. It is a real-time DNA sequencing method
based on a four-enzyme mixture reaction that uses luciferase-luciferin light release to
detect nucleotide incorporation by DNA polymerase into a target DNA This method
will be described in detail in Chapter 5.
Over the last ten years, significant efforts have been made to improve SNP analysis with alternative techniques, so a growing number of new technologies have been
introduced. The alleles are distinguished on the basis of different reaction principles, and the methods are then combined with general detection methods to reveal
the sequence information. A fundamental principal involved in most SNP analysis
chemistries used today is DNA hybridization. Various enzymatic and processing steps
typically accompany the hybridization reaction, such as synthesizing (polymerases),
joining (ligases), and nucleic acid-specific cleaving (endonucleases), but much can be
done with hybridization alone. With some few exceptions, the methods require a preamplification step by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to produce enough DNA for
testing. A number of high quality reviews have been published on the ever increasing
number of SNP scoring technologies [11–13]. In the following section, some of the
important reaction methods will be briefly reviewed.

3.1

Hybridization-based methods

A fundamental point in DNA analysis is the enormous selectivity of DNA molecules.
A single-stranded DNA molecule will have a certain sequence of bases that can only
hybridize perfectly with its complementary strand, hybridization being a process of
joining two complementary strands of DNA to form a double-stranded molecule. The
principle is based on the complementary nature of double-stranded DNA and its
binding stability. The possibility of detecting a single-base mismatch using hybridization with allele-specific oligonucleotides (ASO) was demonstrated in 1979 [14]. The
method takes advantage of the differences in hybridization efficiency of target DNA
between a perfect complementary probe and a probe mismatched by one base. Two
complementary single-stranded DNA molecules will bind to each other until the duplex reaches a specific melting temperature (Tm) at which the two strands start to
dissociate (separate). The basic steps involved are hybridization of a fluorescently-
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labelled probe and the target DNA, stringent washing, and signal detection. Singlebase mismatched probes are preferentially denatured with the application of increasing
temperature. After this thermal process, the sample is imaged to quantify fluorescence. However, ASO in its basic form is limited by the difficulties of defining the
discriminatory assay conditions, and great care must be taken to achieve the hybridization conditions under which ASO can resolve a single base-pair mismatch.
DNA hybridization can also be tracked in real time (dynamically) by altering
the reaction stringencies (for example, by raising the reaction temperature), thus
enabling ultimate sequence resolution for all the base variations as in dynamic allelespecific hybridization (DASH) [15]. In DASH, the discrimination power is enhanced
by monitoring the denaturation of both the mismatched and the matched duplexes
under dynamic heating. This method will be described in detail in Chapter 5. The
stringency in the ASO can also be increased by using higher affinity locked nucleic
acid (LNA) probes instead of DNA [16]. TaqMan assay [17-19] is a homogeneous
method that combines ASO with PCR amplification (Figure 2). In this method,
the 5’ → 3’ exonuclease activity of Taq polymerase is used to degrade an internal
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) in a probe that contains a reporter
probe

1) Denaturation
Primer

Reporter

R

Q

Quencher

2) Hybridization
Q

R
Polymerase

3) Extension
R

Q

PCR cycles
R
R

R
R

R
R

R
R

Figure 2. The principle of TaqMan assay. Two fluorescent dyes, a reporter (R) and a
quencher (Q), are attached to the probes used to allele-specific hybridize with the target
DNA. When both dyes are attached to the probe, reporter dye emission is quenched due to
FRET (fluorescence energy transfer) from the reporter dye to the quencher dye. During the
PCR reaction cycle, the exonuclease activity of the polymerase fragments the probe, and
the reporter molecule (R) is released. The PCR is followed in real time and an increase in
fluorescence indicates the presence of the matching allele.
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and a quencher fluorescent dye. As long as the probe is linked to the target DNA,
the dyes are close together and the fluorescence is quenched. During amplification,
probes complimentary to the DNA target are cleaved by the 5’-exonuclease activity
of Taq polymerase. Spatial separation of the reporter dye and quencher results in an
increase in probe-specific fluorescence, which can be monitored in real time.

3.2

Ligation-based methods

DNA ligase is an enzyme that catalyzes the joining of the ends of two chains of DNA
- the 3’-OH of one DNA chain and the 5’- phosphate group of the other. The enzyme can link DNA only in duplex regions and seal breaks in double-stranded DNA
molecules. In 1988, Landegren and co-workers described a ligase-mediated method
they called oligonucleotide ligation assay (OLA) for the analysis of polymorphic positions [20]. This method exploits the property that the ends of two single strands
of DNA must be exactly aligned for DNA ligase to join them. Thus, only perfectly
matched probes will be ligated. In 1991, a thermostable ligase was discovered [21] that
allowed amplification of ligated OLA products. In the ligase chain reaction (LCR),
two pairs of probes are used together with a thermostable ligase in a cyclic ligation reaction. Only the probes that match perfectly will be amplified. Further development
of OLA led to the introduction of padlock probes, which are linear oligonucleotides
that have complementary target sequences at both ends separated by a random DNA
sequence. Upon hybridization to a target, the probe ends are ligated to form a circularized probe if there is a perfect match between the probe and the target. Signal
amplification can then be achieved by using the successful circularized product as a
template for rolling circle amplification (RCA) [22–25]. Allele-specific ligation assays
have been adapted to different formats and detection strategies [26, 27] and are highly
discriminative for single-sequence variations.

3.3

Primer extension by DNA polymerase

DNA polymerase is an enzyme that catalyzes the step-by-step addition of nucleotides
to a DNA chain and is involved in the DNA synthesis process. Typically, a primer
chain annealed with a DNA template is elongated in the 5’ → 3’direction in the
presence of the four bases. The incorporation is catalyzed only if the incoming nucleotide is complementary to the base of the template strand. This specificity of
DNA polymerase in the extension of the primer is exploited in several methods of
SNP genotyping.
Single-base extension (SBE) or DNA minisequencing was first described in 1990
by Syvänen [28]. In this method, a primer is annealed adjacent to the SNP position
and is extended by the incorporation of a single, labeled nucleotide by a polymerase.
The SBE method was further improved by the use of dye-labelled dideoxyterminators (ddNTPs) to both label and terminate the chain elongations, thus enabling
multiplexing. Several commonly used detection methods for this assay have been
summarized in an excellent review by Syvänen [29]. Recently, matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionisation time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF) was developed
as a tool for differentiating genotypes without the need for labeling the nucleotides
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[7]: the DNA molecule is converted into a gas phase, and the ionized molecule is
accelerated through an electric field. The acceleration rate depends on the charge,
which in its turn depends on the sequence composition of the DNA strand.
Polymer chain reaction (PCR) [30] is a technique used to amplify (generate large
amounts of replica) a segment of DNA. PCR is generally viewed as a sample-preparation
technique. Once the samples are amplified, they are analyzed by one of the methods
described above. However, PCR can be used directly in a homogeneous reaction,
which makes it very attractive since the need for post-PCR treatment is eliminated.
The allele-specific PCR-based methods are based on comparing the rate of extension
by a DNA polymerase of annealed primers matched, or mismatched, at the 3’-end with
the corresponding variable base (SNP) on the sample DNA strand. When the 3’ end
of the primer is placed over the variable position, only the perfectly matched primer
is amplified. Different assays based on this principle, such as amplification refractory
mutation system (ARMS ) [31], allele specific amplification (ASA) [32], allele-specific
PCR (ASPCR) [33] and PCR amplification of specific alleles (PASA ) [34] have been
developed. In principle, the PCR reactions are divided into two wells. Allele-specific
PCR primers with alternating 3’ ends are added to each well, and the reaction products are then analyzed by electrophoresis. However, this method suffers from poor
discrimination by the DNA polymerase of certain mismatches, such as G:T and C:A
[35]. Different solutions have been proposed to improve the discrimination properties
of DNA polymerases, but they all require extensive optimization steps. However,
the reaction kinetics are slower for mismatched configurations than matched configurations, which property has been exploited in the apyrase-mediated allele-specific
extension (AMASE) assay [36]. This assay relies on the extension of paired allelespecific primers in the presence of the nucleotide degrading enzyme apyrase. The
mismatched primer-template configuration is discriminated, since the slower reaction
kinetics allows the apyrase to degrade the nucleotides before any extension reaction
occurs.

3.4

Invasive cleavage-based method

Lyamichev et al. described a new technology called ”invader assay” in 1999 [37]. The
invader assay uses a structure-specific flap endonuclease to cleave DNA at specific
sites. The principle of this method is shown in Figure 3. An invader probe and a
target-specific primary probe are hybridized on either side of the SNP position of the
target to form an overlapping complex that is a substrate for the cleavage enzyme.
The primary probe contains two regions, a target-specific region overlapping the SNP
position followed by a non-complementary arm, which is cut by the endonucleas enzyme. The endonucleas is sensitive to the presence of a mismatch at the overlapping
site. The cleaved oligonucleotide arm can then be used to determine the genotype
either directly [37] or as an invader probe triggering linear signal amplification [38].
An advantage of the invader assay is that it may be used for genotyping without prior
PCR amplification.
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Match

Mismatch
5'

5'
AP
FL

Primary
reaction

Cleavage site
Primary probe

G

Invader probe

3'

Invader probe

T

C

3'

3'

C

5' 3'

5'

5'
Target

Target

Cleavage

(b)

Primary probe

5'

5'

No cleavage

FLAP

G
Cleavage site

Secondary
reaction

Q

F
5'

G

F

Figure 3. The principle of the invader assay: (a) a structure that is recognized by the
cleavage enzyme is formed if the invader probe and primary probe are hybridized correctly,
so the enzyme cuts off the primary probe at the overlapping position and the 5’-tail of
the primary probe is released: (b) The 5’ tail participates in a second target specific FRET
reaction that results in a generation of a fluorescent signal. If the probe mismatches the SNP
position, an incorrect DNA structure forms, and the cleavage enzyme will not recognize the
structure, so no reaction takes place and no signal is generated.

3.5

Detection

A variety of techniques are used to generate signals and determine the allelic status of
SNPs and are combined with general detection methods to obtain sequence informaReaction principle applied to the target DNA
Hybridization

Oligonucleotide
Ligation

3

1

Primer
Extension

Nuclease
Cleavage

4
5
6

7

2

Mass
spectrometry

Gel
Electrophoresis

Light emission

Detection techniques used to reveal the polymorphism
Methods: 1 - DASH & TaqMan; 2 - Good Assay; 3,4 - OLA; 5 - Snapshot;
6 - Pyrosequencing; 7 - Invader

Figure 4. SNP genotyping methods categorized by reaction principles and detection.
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tion. The multiplicity of methods currently available is due in part to the combination
of reaction principles with different detection systems. Figure 4 shows the different
combinations used to analyze various reaction principles.
Most of the common detection methods are based on the detection of light emission (fluorescence or chemiluminescence) with, in some cases, separation by gelelectrophoresis or on mass spectrometry. Fluorescence detection methods have greatly
increased the sensitivity and ease of analyzing DNA. The availability of different fluorescent dyes and the diversity of their application have made them the most widely
applied detection methods today. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), in
which energy is transferred from one molecule to another, is becoming useful in applications such as the DASH and TaqMan assay. Notable alternatives to fluorescence
include chemiluminescence in the pyrosequencing system and mass spectrometric detection.

3.6

Summary

DNA sequencing is considered the gold standard method for discovering new SNPs,
but many alternative methods have been developed for known SNPs. Each method
has unique ways of distinguishing a particular SNP position and is coupled with a
detection method. There are at least 20 different SNP genotyping methods currently
available [39]. A list of some of these SNP genotyping technologies is given in Table 1.
The list does not cover all the methods but does give a representative picture of what
is offered on the market. Many of these methods have been commercialized with a
384-well format and automated, such as the single-base extension based SNPstream,
MALDI-TOF MS based Massarray System and Pyrosequencing’s high-throughput
system [39].
Each SNP genotyping method has advantages and disadvantages and is suitable
for a different range of applications [12]. Ultimately, choosing which method to use is
based on the type of data to be generated, the number of samples to be processed, and
the cost. That there is no single universal method for all situations promises further
development of revolutionary methods. There is clearly a need for DNA analysis

Table 1. Selected SNP genotyping methods.
Method
Main advantage
Company
Hybridization
DASH
Inexpensive labelling
Dynametrix, Ltd.
TaqMan
No post-PCR treatment
Applied Biosystems
Oligonucleotide Ligation
SNPlex
Multiplexing capacity
Applied Biosystems
Primer extension
SNPstream
Simple, versatile
Orchid Bioscience
SNaPshot
Sensitive, no labeling
Applied Biosystems
MassArray
Sensitive, no labeling
Sequenom
Pyrosequencing
Informative, denovo sequencing Biotage
Nuclease cleavage
Invader assay
Does not require PCR
Third Wave Technologies
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methods that are more specific, sensitive, fast, simple, automatable, and cost effective
than those presently available. These demands are driving the rapid evolution of a
diverse range of new technologies. Some of these technologies have been developed
on miniaturized platforms, which in themselves offer numerous advantages. Some of
these platforms will be described in the following Chapter.
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Miniaturized platforms for SNP analysis

My idea is, we shrink a surgical team, inject it into a patient’s vein, and then operate
from the inside.
Comic strip quotation (about miniaturization)
Conventional sequencing technology has limitations in cost, speed, throughput, and
sensitivity with the result that the demand for sequence information far exceeds the
present capacity. Thus, the sequence information being accumulated must be coupled
to increasingly faster, cheaper, and powerful technologies for DNA analysis. These
technologies will likely entail ever smaller reaction scales and ultimately nanotechnology. The chemistries will have to be robust enough for the systems to be generally
applicable but still simple enough for automation. Cost is the major driving force
behind the development of new, high-throughput technologies. There are two principal approaches underlying the new miniaturized assays that promise cost reduction:
massive parallel assays in solid-phase microarray formats and homogeneous assays performed in individual channels of microfluidic devices [40]. There are many different
terms used in the literature to describe miniaturized platforms, such as microarrays,
microfluidic chips, biochips, DNA chips, gene chips, and biosensors. In this thesis, a
distinction is made between microfluidic chips, which typically involve fluids in channels, and chip-based microarrays, where DNA molecules are bound and arrayed on a
glass slide or another solid support to study target DNA-probe interactions in parallel. In the following sections, an overview of miniaturized platforms for DNA analysis
is presented.

4.1

Microarray technologies

A microarray is an analytical device that consists of an array of molecules (oligonucleotides, cDNA, PCR products, and others) immobilized at discrete, ordered or nonordered, micrometer-to-millimeter-sized sites on a solid support. These sets of miniaturized dots allow a great number of parallel analyses. A conceptual drawing of the
technology is given in Figure 5. In general, there are four steps in microarray methods: DNA immobilization on solid support, hybridization with a probe, detection,
and data analysis. Several groups have developed a variety of methods for the immobilization of DNA. Initially, two types of arrays were described: synthesized in situ
and presynthesized and spotted. Affymetrix Inc. (Santa Clara, CA, USA) synthesized oligonucleotide probes on a silicon support by means of photolithography [41].
A light-directed synthetic approach was used in which nucleotides on a silicon surface are protected by light-cleavable groups. Photolithographic masks cover defined
regions of the surface, and light is beamed onto the uncovered parts to remove the
protecting groups. The exposed groups are then coupled to nucleotides. With proper
masking strategies, defined arrays of oligonucleotides of known sequence and location
can be built with feature densities in the hundreds of thousands per square centimeter. In the spotted version, the oligonucleotides or complementary DNA (cDNA) are
synthesized prior to the immobilization on the solid surface. The two main methods
used for creating the arrays are pin-based fluid transfer, where the DNA solution is
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arrayed by touching the surface [42], and piezo-based inkjet dispensers, which is a
non-contact method originally developed for high throughput computer printers [43].
Glass slides are most commonly used as the solid support, but nylon membranes [44],
beads [45], polyacrylamide gel pads [46], and activated dextran [47] have also been
described.
Prepare cDNA probe

Prepare microarray

2

1

“normal”

tumor

RT / PCR
label with
fluoroscent
dyes
combine
equal amounts

hybridize probe
to microarray

scan

4

3

Figure 5. The DNA-microarray principle. The major steps involved are, first, the microarray production step in which the DNA fragments amplified by PCR technique are spotted
on a microscopic glass slide. Second, RNA is extracted from two samples to compare the
expression level, and the messenger RNA is transformed into cDNA by reverse transcription.
The DNA from the normal culture is labeled with a green dye, while DNA from the tumor
culture is labeled with a red dye. Green-labeled cDNA and red-labeled cDNA are mixed
together and put on the matrix of spotted-single-strand DNA for hybridization. Third, the
hybridization products are scanned by a confocal microscope. Fourth, the image is analyzed
to calculate the number of DNA molecules in each experimental condition. The differences
in expression can be visualized on a computer monitor.

Once fabricated, these probe arrays are ready for hybridization. The nucleic acids
to be analyzed, i.e., the target, are labeled with a fluorescent dye. The labeled target
DNA is then incubated with the array. The formation of stable duplexes between
the complementary probes and the sample DNA is facilitated by passive diffusion.
The temperature and buffers determine the stringency of the hybridization condition.
When the hybridization reaction is completed, the slide is inserted into a fluorescent
scanner where patterns of hybridization are detected. The hybridization data are
collected as light emitted from the fluorescent-labeled target, which is hybridized to
the probes on the array. Probes that perfectly match the target produce stronger
signals than those with mismatches. Since the sequence and position of each probe
on the array are known, the identity of the target nucleic acid applied to the array
can be interpreted by a computer program.
When the DNA microarray technology was introduced, it promised to be a massive parallel genotyping method using simple, allele-specific hybridization detection
[48]. However, while DNA microarrays completely revolutionized the field of RNA
expression analysis, microarray-based allele-specific genotyping has thus far found few
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applications. In gene analysis, the oligonucleotide (or cDNA) arrays target sequences
with different compositions and hybridization-based analysis can clearly distinguish
between the different sequences involved. However, unlike gene-expression analysis,
it is very difficult to design a high-density oligonucleotide array in which single-base
mismatches can be resolved using standard hybridization conditions [49]. Thus, additional treatments and optimizations have been used to increase the specificity.
One of the first strategies used to analyze SNPs in a microarray format was sequencing by hybridization (SBH) as described by Southern et al. in 1992 [50]. A set
of short oligonucleotides covering a large DNA fragment is arrayed onto a DNA chip.
The precise sequence of the oligonucleotide at each location on the chip is known,
and the pattern of hybridization of the fluorescently-labeled DNA probes can be interpreted using an algorithm to give a sequence. However, while the method has high
throughput capacity, it is not very accurate due to extremely small differences in the
duplex stability between a perfect match and a mismatch at one base [51]. Alternative approaches involve hybridization followed by an enzymatic discrimination with
DNA polymerases or DNA ligases, as described in Chapter 3 above. The combination of single-base extension with solid-phase bound oligonucleotides [52] has been
successfully applied to microarray formats for parallel SNP analysis [52-54]. In this
approach, each oligonucleotide printed on the array is designed complementary to the
sequence immediately next to the 5’end of the target SNP. One version of the primer
extension method involves placing the primer’s 3’end at the allelic variation instead
of immediately 5’end of it and allowing the polymerase to fully extend the primer.
DNA polymerase will only extend those primers that match perfectly at their 3’ends.
In this way, only one labelled nucleotide per reaction is required and higher detection
signals can be obtained than with single-base extension since more fluorophores are
incorporated during the primer elongation process [55]. However, this approach is
not as specific as single-base extension since it gives false positive signals that are
twice as high as single-base extension[55]. The false positive signals are caused by
the ability of DNA polymerase to extend certain mismatches if given sufficient time.
In AMASE (apyrase-mediated allele-specific extension), the nucleotide degrading enzyme apyrase is used to remove the nucleotides continuously, which minimizes the risk
of mis-incorporation during the extension reaction [56]. Ligation-assisted genotyping
on microarrays is performed by ligating the single-stranded target DNA to a probe
hybridized to an immobilized oligonucleotide [57]. Ligation-based chemistry offers an
advantage for multiplexing on microarray platforms because the interference is less
between primers than is the case with base extension assays.
Microarray technology is being proposed as the future platform for high throughput genotyping, and an increasing number of companies are active in this field, either
with a whole new microarray platform or with conventional technology. Affymetrix
remains the best known DNA chip-maker and continues to dominate the market. The
Affymetrix GeneChipT M (Figure 6) is a highly dense array of oligonucleotide probes
on a silicon support arrayed by photolithography. These chips have been used in a
number of studies [58]. In the GeneChip system, each SNP position is composed of a
series of oligonucleotides and complex computer algorithms are used to evaluate the
numerous signals for each SNP. The need for large amounts of oligonucleotides for
each SNP position is due to the difficulties in achieving hybridization stringency that
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is capable of differentiating a match and a mismatch configuration at one base.

Figure 6. The Affymetrix GeneChip (http://www.affymetrix.com).

Nanogen Inc. (San Diego, CA) developed a completely different type of microarray chip that uses an electric fields in a microfabricated semiconductor device [59],
as shown in Figure 7. Through the use of microelectronics, movement of charged
molecules to and from designated test sites is achieved to obtain concentration at
those sites. This allows rapid hybridization, and unhybridized molecules are removed
by reversing the electrical potential. The active hybridization approach removes many
of the limitations of the passive hybridization processes and can significantly improve
the performance of DNA array analysis for a variety of diagnostic purposes. The
incorporation of microelectronics limits the array density to 400 spots. However, the
chip offers flexibility of design since reactions occur only at individually controlled
charged test sites. Nanogen’s technology is an excellent demonstration of the applicability of electronics and may ultimately lead to complete automation to achieve
integrated lab-on-a-chip systems, which will be described in the following Section.

Figure 7. The NanoChip from Nanogen (http://www.nanogen.com).
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Microfluidics

Microfluidics involve the manipulation, transport, and analysis of fluids in micrometersized channels. Microfabrication technology is used to build microfluidic devices that
exploit the inherent properties of liquids and gases in the microscale domain. These
devices can accurately control minute volumes of fluid on a scale of nanoliters or picoliters. Making explicit use of the unique microfluidic effects, the microfluidic concept
has today evolved towards the development of promising tools for analyzing biological
samples in a way commonly referred as ”Lab-on-a-chip” (LOC). The concept of LOC
or miniaturized total analysis systems (µTAS) as it is known today was proposed in
early 1990s by Manz et al. [60]. Since that time the field has bloomed and branched off
into many different areas, for which a number of excellent general reviews are available
(e.g. biological and chemical analysis [61-63], point-of-care testing [64], clinical and
forensic analysis [65], molecular diagnostics [66] and medical diagnostics [67]). LOC
systems are compact, often stand-alone systems featuring full process integration and
automation to perform complex tasks.
The main advantages of microfluidic systems over conventional systems include:
minimized consumption of reagents, rapid response times, well-controlled reaction
conditions, parallel processing, speed of separation, excellent mass and heat transfer,
low dead volumes, small power consumption, reduced manufacturing costs, portability, and disposability. The concept is still in its infancy, and significant technical
challenges have to be overcome before the full potential of this technology is realized in biomedical research. Some of the challenges include fluid transport and the
interfaces between the macroscopic and the microscopic environment, which include
sample introduction and extraction as well as interrogation.
The main driving force within microfluidic-based genomic research has been the
need for a quick and easy way to perform DNA analysis. In the following Section,
microfluidic chip-based systems for DNA analysis are described.
4.2.1

Microchip-based Capillary Electrophoresis for SNP analysis

Electrophoresis is a separation technique used to fractionate and analyze both DNA
and proteins. Traditionally, 1- to 5-mm thick gel slabs of usually cross-linked acrylamide have been the most common format for electrophoretic separation. Over the
past 10 to 15 years, significant efforts have been made to improve on this separation
method and have resulted in the development of automated, high-throughput DNA
sequencing and genotyping technologies. These efforts have led to the transformation
of the platform system from thick slab gel to thin slab gel to capillaries and currently
to a microfabricated chip format.
In the early 1990s, miniaturized formats for analytical chemistry and biology in
microfabricated chips were critically evaluated by Manz and co-workers [60]. The
first papers demonstrating the potential of microfluidic chip-based analysis involved
the fast separation of fluorescent dyes [68, 69] and fluorescently-labeled amino acids
[70] by capillary electrophoresis. Other groups then used microfabrication technology
to further develop such systems. The advantages of microchip based capillary electrophoresis (CE) over conventional capillary are reported by a number of reviews in
the literature [65, 71]. In general, almost all references report an enormous reduc-
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tion in separation time when switching to microchip CE. The increase in speed is
generally on the order of 10- to 100-fold relative to capillaries and slab-gel formats,
respectively [65]. Increased dissipation of heat generated by joule heating and the
ability to inject very small and well-defined sample plugs are some of the most important features of the microchip based systems. In addition, there is the possibility
of integration with sample preparation. Figure 8 is a schematic drawing of a basic
photolithography-defined microchip device for electrophoretic separations. The channel defined by Points 1 and 2 provides the separation, and the one defined by 3 and
4 is the sample-introduction channel. At the end of each channel, there is reservoir.
These reservoirs also provide access for the electrodes. With the introduction of the
cross-channel and double-T injector setup (Figure 8b), well-defined sample quantities
can be analyzed on electrophoresis microchips. Samples are typically loaded electrokinetically into the injector region by applying voltage between Points 3 and 4 and
then separated by applying the electrical field between point 1 and 2. The detector is
placed close to Reservoir 2 and is usually laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), but other
methods such as mass spectroscopy [72] and electrochemical detection [73,74] have
also been described.

3

sample
reservoir
injection

buffer
reservoir

waste

separation

1

2
sample
pulling
waste

(a)

sample
injection

4
(b)

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of a chip-based electrophoresis system with (a) cross injection
and (b) double-T injection system. The capillary 3-4 is used for sample introduction and
capillary 1-2 as the separation or reaction channel. The detector is placed close to Reservoir
2.

To increase the throughput even further, arrays of microfluidic devices have been
developed [75-78] to provide parallel analyses. One way to achieve the necessary separation distance and high-speed analysis without sacrificing throughput is to fabricate
a dense array of long separation channels on a single device. Systems of 16, 96, and
384 channels have been fabricated on 20-cm diameter glass wafers [77, 79]. In these
devices, geometrically optimized turns [80] were used to provide the necessary separation length. The radial chips in combination with the innovative high-speed rotary
LIF scanner [81, 82] and a high-pressure sieving matrix loader have increased the
throughput capability of these devices.
Chip-based CE for SNP analysis is becoming well-established. For example, fast
analysis of the candidate gene for hereditary hemochromatosis [77, 78], alleles of the
D1S80 locus [83], and PCR products of Hepatitis C virus [84] have been demonstrated.
A comprehensive summary table of articles describing chip-based genotyping using
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CE ia given in the review by Verpoorte [65]. A number of companies are beginning
to commercialize microfluidic DNA chips for electrophoretic separations. Caliper
Life Science was one of the first companies established in the field of microfluidics
and is presently developing lab-on-a-chip systems for various applications. Caliper’s
LabChip system offers automated SNP interrogation using very small volumes in
microchannel networks. A combination of pneumatic and electrokinetic forces are
used to move fluids and perform separations on chip and to integrate sample pretreatment procedures. The first commercial instrument for microchip-based DNA
analysis was the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer, by Agilent Technologies. Since then, a
number of genotyping studies have appeared in the literature based on the use of this
technology [65].
In conclusion, microchip-based CE has recently evolved as a promising method for
genotyping. The more recent development of sequencing technologies in microfabricated channels may deliver significantly reduced reagent costs and increase throughput
by decreasing reaction volumes and reducing run times. However, it is important to
bear in mind that molecular diagnostic analysis is a multi-step process of which separation is only one part. The pre-electrophoresis steps including DNA extraction and
PCR amplification have to be integrated with the separation.
4.2.2

Polymerase chain reaction

DNA amplification by PCR has become a key tool in modern molecular biology,
but PCR is also the rate-limiting step in many genotyping applications. Therefore,
this step needs to be speeded up. Conventionally, PCR is performed in benchtop
instruments, whose large thermal mass limits the speed at which thermal cycling
can be carried out, so the reaction times are on the order of a couple of hours or
more. The benefits of miniaturization come from improved thermal-energy transfer,
which reduces the typical cycling times from several minutes to 30 seconds or less. A
number of groups have investigated microchip-based PCR systems in both disposable
microchambers and microfluidic formats. Two different concepts have been reported
for chip-based PCR. In the first configuration, the reaction mixture is stationary and
entrapped in a thermocycling chamber that is typically micromachined in silicon or
glass. The first papers dealing with this configuration were presented by Northrup and
co-workers [85] in 1993 and Wilding and co-workers [86] in 1994. The devices consisted
of a reaction chamber with the inlet and the outlet in silicon and sealed with Pyrex
glass. The chamber was then placed on a conventional thermocycling instrument for
heating and cooling. Later on, heaters and temperature sensors were integrated into
the device [87]. The integration of optical windows in the silicon chamber permitted
real-time monitoring of the PCR reaction. The second configuration, which was
introduced by Kopp et al. [88], involved a continuous-flow amplification system.
The reaction mixture is pumped continuously through the chip and flows repeatedly
through three different copper blocks side by side, providing three distinct constant
temperature zones to ensure denaturation, annealing, and extension. Figure 9 shows a
schematic drawing of a chip flow-through PCR. The sample plug was pumped through
the temperature regions at a constant velocity. Heating and cooling was less than 100
ms, and total amplification times between 1.5 to 20 minutes were obtained simply by
changing the flow rate.
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Figure 9. A schematic drawing of the flow-through PCR on a chip. The sample is introduced at the inlet and transported inside the channel through the three different temperature
zones.

4.2.3

Integrated systems for DNA analysis

The vision of a lab-on-a-chip requires integration of all the steps onto one chip, in
particular the integration of PCR and product analysis. Initially, only individual steps
were performed in the microfluidic chips and only a handful of integrated genotyping
devices have been developed until now. DNA sample preparation and integrated
analysis were first published in 1996 [89-91]. In these systems, the PCR step was
coupled with microchip CE to produce integrated DNA analysis systems.
An integrated silicon chip that extracted DNA from a sample, separated fragments, and detected samples with an integrated photodiode [92] has been described.
This impressive chip is capable of moving samples in microchannels with heaters,
temperature sensors, and a fluorescence photodiode detector. Amplified DNA are
mixed with intercalating dye, separated in a cross-linked polyacrylamide gel, and detected with the photodiode - all on board the microchip. Quake and co-workers have
developed microfluidic systems using components fabricated with flexible polymer
(polydimethylsiloxane) parts with a variety of microchannels and membrane valves
for nanolitre-scale biological sample processing and analysis [93]. They have managed
to integrate a variety of different biological processing techniques, such as amplification of nucleic acids and cell sorting in the same system, which allows parallelization
[93-96].

4.3

Bead-based methods

Nano- to micrometer-size beads are used routinely in molecular biology. The surface
of these microspheres can supply active groups, such as carboxylic or amino groups,
for covalent coupling of biomolecules. The high degree of flexibility in surface coatings allows them to be used in a wide variety of applications. These applications
include immunoassay, affinity assay, DNA hybridization assay, and protein-protein
interactions. Microspheres have many advantages including a high surface-to-volume
ratio, which enables reactions to be performed in lower volumes, increased diffusion
- thereby decreased analysis time, and easy separation from the bulk of the reaction
mixtures. Beads are mostly used in suspension mixtures and are interrogated individually by flow cytometry. In microfluidic devices that are not based on suspension
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mixtures and cytometric analysis, the beads must be controlled inside the chip. A
number of different methods have been described to control the beads in confined
areas. In this thesis, two different strategies have been used to capture beads: 1) a
flow-through filter-chamber device consisting of grids of pillars and 2) microcontact
printing-based immobilization of beads without the use of a physical barrier. These
systems will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
Bead-based systems have emerged as a promising tool for genomic applications.
Some of the platforms for DNA analysis will be briefly reviewed below.
4.3.1

Bead-based platforms for SNP analysis

An alternative to DNA microarrays is an approach whereby the solid phase is composed of beads. Bead-based systems can be combined with most of the allele-discrimination chemistries used in the microarray format described earlier. One advantage of
beads is that reactants can be added to them before or after they are immobilized.
This opens up many ways to use reaction multiplexing, since mixtures of different
beads and reagents can be integrated across various time and spatial coordinates.
For example, samples from different individuals could be combined and simultaneously examined on one micro-surface. Doing this would require prior bead coding by
chemical [97], spectrometric [98], electronic, or physical means [99] so that the results
could be decoded and assigned to appropriate samples or assays.
Luminex Corporation (Austin, TX, USA) has developed a genotyping platform
based on microspheres that are internally dye-labeled with two spectrally distinct fluorochromes (red and orange) [98]. When the colors are combined in different ratios,
codes of up to approximately 100-color resolution with specific spectral addresses can
be achieved. Hence, it is possible to perform a hundredplex detection reaction in a
single tube. A third fluorochrome (green) is coupled to the DNA immobilized on the
microspheres for the genotyping signal. The microspheres are interrogated individually by flow cytometry simply by rapidly flowing through two separate lasers, one
laser to excite the two dyes contained within the microsphere and the other to excite
the reporter dye on the immobilized DNA. This combination of encoded microspheres
and flow cytometry is known as suspension array technology (SAT) and is a very fast
detection method. The Luminex bead-based platform has been shown to work with
several assay chemistries for SNP genotyping. Allele-specific hybridization [100] and
the use of enzymatic allele discrimination by means of single-base extension [101, 102]
and oligonucleotide ligation assay [103] have been described. Recently, a microspherebased invasive cleavage assay has been described for genotyping SNPs directly from
human genomic DNA samples without prior PCR amplification [104]. This assay uses
a cleavage reaction that generates a fluorescent signal on the microsphere surfaces followed by flow cytometry analysis of the microspheres.
In a different bead-based platform, commercialized by Illumina Inc. (San Diego,
CA), microspheres are randomly assembled on the end of an optical-fiber substrate
[105, 106]. The fiber-optic arrays are prepared by fusing together densely packed
fibers into a bundle of about 50 000 individual fibers packed into a hexagonal matrix.
Wells at the ends of each fiber are created by dipping the fiber-optic bundle into
various chemical-etching reagents. Each well is dimensioned to accommodate a single
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microsphere and is typically about 3 to 7 µm in diameter. A particular oligonucleotidecapture probe is conjugated to each bead, which is followed by quantitative pooling
of the bead types in a stock solution. This library of beads is then exposed to the
fiber optic bundle and each bead is captured in a well of the fiber-array surface. The
preparation of a bead and the assembly into array is illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Assembly of a randomly ordered fiber optic array. (A) A collection of bead
types, each with a distinct oligonucleotide capture probe, is pooled. An etched fiber optic
bundle is exposed to the bead pool, which allows individual beads to assemble into the
microwells at the bundle’s end. (B) Scanning electron micrograph of an assembled array
containing 3-µm diameter silica beads [107].

Once the beads are attached to the wells, the concept is very similar to that
of DNA microarray assays. However, oligonucleotides attached to the microspheres
are spectrally registered in function of a random distribution in the wells rather than
fixed surface positions predetermined during array fabrication. Since the beads are attached randomly, a decoding process is needed to identify the captured beads. This is
accomplished by a series of hybridizations with fluorescently-labeled oligonucleotides
that are complementary to the capture probes on the beads. The combinations of
different fluorescent dyes (with different excitation and emission wavelengths and intensities) allow each bead to be independently identified. The optical properties of
the fiber are used to detect the fluorescent signal from the beads and the genotyping
signal from the oligonucleotides of interest. The fiber-optic bundle is regenerated after
the reaction by removing the beads. This highly miniaturized platform has enormous
potential in multiplexing capabilities.
Recently, Illumina introduced bead-chip arrays in a slide-shaped substrate (Figure
11). Each region can interrogate separate bead assays and can be configured in
different sizes and densities depending on the application. Today, Illumina uses a
library of 1500 bead types, each with a unique oligonucleotide capture probe ready
to hybridize to a complementary sequence in a multiplexed SNP assay. The Illumina
platform is compatible with most of the SNP assays described earlier. The platform
produces accurate genotyping results with single-base extension [102, 108], ligation
assay [103, 109], and allele-specific extension. Extremely high throughput is obtained
by arranging the fiber-optic bundles to match the layout of the 96-, 384-, and 1536-well
microplates.
The DNA bead arrays described above have smaller feature sizes and higher packing densities than DNA microarrays. The advantages of this high-density randomly
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Figure 11. Sentrix BeadChip on slide-shaped substrate with 8 samples. The device has
20-µm feature-to-feature spacing within every sample.

distributed micrometer-sized bead-based DNA array include cost effective production
of the bead arrays in seconds, high-throughput analysis, easy replacement with different or additional beads when different testing is desired, and facile regeneration of
the sensor and substrate.
454 Life Sciences developed an innovative approach to sequencing an entire genome
that uses a microfluidic format with beads integrated in all the steps from the sample
preparation, to amplification, and sequence analysis. They developed a novel platform, PicoTiterPlate, consisting of 44 µm in diameter microwells which are 50 µm
deep for simultaneous amplification and analysis of over 300 000 beads in parallel
[110]. Figure 12 illustrates the process flow. Genomic DNA is fragmented and single-

Figure 12. Process flow of the 454 Life Science technology. (1) The DNA is fragmented
and single-stranded DNA is prepared. (2) The single-stranded DNA is annealed to probes
captured on beads and PCR is performed in water-in-oil microreactors. (3) The beads and
enzymes are loaded in the PicoTiterTlate by centrifugation. (4) Sequencing by synthesis is
performed on the 454 instrument. Sequencing reagents flow through the fluidic system in a
programmed order. The reagents diffuse in and out of the wells, and the light generated from
the nucleotide incorporation is detected by a high resolution camera (http://www.454.com).
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stranded DNA is captured at one copy per bead with complementary capture primers.
Solid-phase PCR is performed to amplify the entire genome at one time in a waterin-oil emulsion. The beads are loaded into the PicoTiterPlate wells, each of which
permits only one bead. Solid-phase PCR can also be performed directly in the PicoTiterPlate [110]. Massively parallel sequencing is performed using bioluminometric
sequencing-by-synthesis method. The reagents flow through the PicoTiterPlate wells
and can diffuse uniformly into and out of the wells. The light generated by the
nucleotide incorporation into the system is detected by a light detector.

4.4

Summary

In this chapter, I described various miniaturized platforms for DNA analysis. The
best-known example of a miniaturized tool today in this field is the DNA microarray,
which has become increasingly important as a clinical diagnostic tool and is playing
a central role in genomic research. Microarray-based testing is faster and more convenient than serial testing and has largely revolutionized gene-expression analysis. In
recent years, bead-based platforms have entered the arena. They are a more costeffective than the traditional planar microarray, and beads can be integrated into the
sample preparation steps. Microfluidic systems are more versatile than surface-based
microarrays, and their importance in genomics is growing steadily. These systems
promise to reduce cost and improve performance by integrating several processes that
otherwise require a suite of bulky instruments and manual handling.
These platforms all have both advantages and disadvantages, which makes it difficult to select a single platform as ideal for all applications. The meaningful exploration
of genome variation for the purposes of bioscience/biotechnology will require meeting
the ultimate goal of defining all genome variation in an individual at manageable cost
and throughput. A combination of these techniques in conjunction with other innovative technological development will be necessary. It is not unreasonable to assume
that these techniques will have a great impact on the way we treat disease and the
development of point-of-care systems for rapid, accurate, and cheap analyses at the
patient’s bed side.
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Present investigations

The overall objective of the research presented in this Section is to develop miniaturized technologies for detecting single-base variations. The study involve the design and
microfabrication of microfluidic devices with attention being given to the biological
compatibility of the process and the evaluation of the biological assays. A microfluidic
approach based on allele-specific extension technology is evaluated to analyze single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (I-III). The feasibility of adapting pyrosequencing
to a microfluidic platform was also investigated (IV), and a novel approach involving
on-chip bead-based melting-curve analysis was developed (V, VI).
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Closed microfluidic channel system

The use of beads in microfluidic devices for surface-based biochemical assays offers
several advantages over other techniques such as the increased surface area and facilitated liquid handling. On-chip bead-based chemistry has often involved some form of
bead immobilization within the device. A number of different immobilization methods
have been reported, some using physical barriers to retain beads, others using surface
immobilization [111]. We constructed a flow-through, filter-chamber device that fulfils
the dual purpose of capturing the beads at a specific location while the reagents are
allowed to flow freely [112]. Figure 13 shows SEM pictures of the flow-through device.
The reaction chamber is defined by grids of pillars that form a mechanical barrier for
the beads while allowing liquid to pass through. The reaction chamber has inlet and
outlet channels for fluid connections. The device has an uncomplicated design, is
batch fabricated by deep-reactive ion etching (DRIE), and is anodically bonded with
glass (Pyrex) to permit optical detection. The silicon-glass stack is sawed into 9x5
mm chips, and external polyethylene tubes are fixed to the outlet of the chips as
fluid connections. Fluid transport inside the chip is controlled by the application of
pneumatic pressure from the outlet.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. (a) An SEM picture of the device. (b) A closer view of the reaction chamber.
The device is 50 µm deep and the pillars 3 µm wide with a spacing of 2 µm.

The mechanical and fluid properties of the device have been evaluated [112,113]. In
the work presented here, the focus is on evaluating the device for biological analyses.
The device has been investigated to determine the optimum geometries such as filter
area, etch depth, volume, and surface properties. The scaling down of the liquid
sample, reagent manipulation, and different detection systems were tested to establish
the feasibility of the microfluidic device for genomic applications. Based on these
studies, two different SNP genotyping methods were devised. These assays, based on
allele-specific extension (Papers I-III) and DNA pyrosequencing (Paper IV) will be
described in the next Section.
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SNP analysis by allele-specific extension and pyrosequencing

Allele-specific extension (ASE) and pyrosequencing are SNP genotyping methods with
one thing in common: both methods take advantage of the discrimination properties
of DNA polymerase in the extension of a 3’-end match primer/template complex. Pyrosequencing is a non-electrophoretic, real-time DNA sequencing-by-synthesis method
based on a four-enzyme mixture reaction to monitor nucleotide incorporation [10].
The principle of pyrosequencing is shown in Figure 14. The technique relies on
the incorporation of nucleotides (dNTPs) by DNA polymerase and the release of
pyrosphosphate (PPi), which is converted to adenosine triphosphate (ATP) by sulfurylase and then to detectable light by luciferase [10]. The light produced in the
luciferase-catalyzed reaction is detected by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
and seen as a peak in a program. The peak height represents the intensity of the light
signal, which is proportional to the number of nucleotides incorporated. Unincorporated nucleotides and excess ATP are continuously degraded by apyrase. After the
degradation is completed, the next dNTP is added and a new pyrosequencing cycle
is started. As the process continues, the complementary DNA strand is built up and
the nucleotide sequence is determined from the signal peak in the pyrogram.

Figure 14. The principle of pyrosequencing. The four different nucleotides are added
iteratively to the DNA template, which is incubated with a four-enzyme mixture. The
PPi released in the DNA polymerase-catalyzed reaction is detected by ATP sulfurylase and
luciferase in a coupled reaction. The added nucleotides are continuously degraded by apyrase,
which allows the addition of subsequent nucleotides.

In the ASE approach, the primer’s 3’ end is placed at the allelic variation. DNA
polymerase will only extend those primers that match the template perfectly at their
3’ ends in a single-step run-off reaction in the presence of all 4 dNTPs. Templates
are prepared by PCR around a polymorphic position, and single-stranded DNA is
obtained after immobilization on beads. The single-stranded DNA is divided into
two tubes and 3’-end allele-specific primers are annealed. The primers are designed
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to match one allele perfectly but mismatch the other at the 3’ end. In this way,
each allele-specific primer-template complex provides information on the presence or
absence of one allele.
5.1.2

Microfluidic based allele-specific extension (paper I - III)

An inherent problem with the ASE method has been the inability of the DNA polymerase to discriminate certain mismatches, such as G/T and A/C [35], thus giving
rise to false positive results. These problems have limited the method, and different
solutions have been proposed to increase the sequence specificity of the DNA polymerase. However, all of them include extensive optimization steps. Recently, it was
shown that the reaction kinetics are slower for mismatched primer/template configuration compared with matched [36]. Hence, reaction time is a factor that can be
explored to increase the sequence specificity of the DNA polymerase in discriminating
the mismatch configuration. This was the focus in our work.
The system can be optimized by controlling the time that the DNA polymerase is
in contact with the DNA template. This can be achieved with microfluidic control. A
relatively simple solution demonstrated here involved trapping DNA on microbeads
in an on-chip filter chamber and time-controlled flow-through of reagents. Two detection methods, a fluorescent assay and a luminometric assay based on pyrosequencing
chemistry, were evaluated. Figure 15 shows a conceptual illustration of these strategies. In the fluorescent assay, dye-labeled nucleotides are used together with the DNA
polymerase in the extension reaction. As the extension reaction takes place, the fluorescently labeled nucleotides are incorporated into the DNA strand that is captured
on the beads inside the reaction chamber. This allows for off-line fluorescence detection. The discrimination is flow-controlled with the DNA being exposed to the
reagents for a few seconds. In this way, the matched configuration is extended while
the mismatched is not. A simple flow-through system with an external pump can be
used to control the fluid transport. In the luminescence assay, the extension reaction
is based on a single-step run-off reaction with the pyrosequencing reagents including
all 4 nucleotides. Upon extension, PPi is released and light is produced. The PPi is

A
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Real-time
detection

Off-line detection

Match
Match

Mismatch
Liquid
No liquid
flow-through

Time

Reaction rate

Reaction rate

Luminescence

Mismatch
Time
Zero flow

Figure 15. Conceptual scheme of allele-specific extension of (A) fluorescence assay and (B)
luminometric assay in our microfluidic approach.
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released into the liquid phase. Hence, a stop-flow condition is applied to avoid losing
detectable signal. The initial reaction kinetics is followed in real-time, which provides
for time-controlled discrimination. An ink-jet dispenser combined with capillary filling of the chip was applied with no active fluidic control. The filter chamber was
filled with beads, and the channels were dried to enable capillary filling. Upon liquid
delivery, the liquid front stopped automatically when it reached the outlet of the chip
due to surface tension forces, as stop-flow was achieved.
Figure 16 shows the results of extension reactions for both the fluorescence and
luminescence assays. Allele-specific extensions were performed pair-wise with alternative 3’-end primer-template configurations, and extension ratios were calculated.
This ratio indicates the discriminating power of the assay. In the luminescence assay (Figure 16B), the derivative can be used to illustrate the initial kinetics of the
extension reaction. The matched configurations were extended rapidly while the mismatched were effectively discriminated. In our assays, ratios ≤ 1.5 were interpreted
as heterozygous and ratios ≥ 4 as homozygous. All the SNPs investigated were correctly scored by this technique, including mismatches, such as G:T and C:A, which
have been reported to be poorly discriminated by certain DNA polymerases. The
reaction-chamber volume used was 12.5 nl for the fluorescence assay and 50 nl for the
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Figure 16. Results from the allele-specific extension of (A) fluorescence assay with dyelabeled nucleotides and (B) luminometric assay for all three possible variants of the SNP
interrogated. The experiments were performed pair-wise using two primers altering in their
3’-end.
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luminescence assay.
The microfluidic approach circumvents the limitation of previous end-point allelespecific extension assays in which slow reaction kinetics eventually give rise to end
products that are comparable to products from a completely matched situation. The
reaction kinetics are controlled in the microfluidic system by controlling the fluid
transport. The fluorescent assay can be readily adapted to further miniaturization.
Ultimately, single-bead based extension reactions can be monitored in such a miniaturized system. In the luminescence assay, the detection is limited by the chemical
reaction, whereas with fluorescence more powerful lasers can be used to enhance the
signal. However, the extension reaction produces significant amounts of detectable
PPi, which should allow further miniaturization without modification of the detection
system we used in our investigations.
In conclusion, the work presented demonstrates the possibility of accurately scoring SNP by allele-specific extension in a microfluidic flow-through device without any
chemical or other optimization steps. Two different detection methods were evaluated. By integrating the beads in the sample preparation steps and parallelization,
cost-effective and high throughput SNP analysis should be achieved.
5.1.3

Microfluidic-based pyrosequencing (Paper IV)

The key advantages of pyrosequencing are derived from its involvement of sequencing
by synthesis with an easy-to-detect light signal that provides information not only
about, for example, a single base but also about its sequence context, thus ensuring
high-quality data. The method is unique in that it permits simple sequencing without
a separation step (e.g., electrophoresis) even for longer sequences. These advantages
have stimulated the use of pyrosequencing in a number of investigations in clinical
research [114-119]. However, the technology has some inherent limitations [120]. The
read-length is limited due to progressive reduction in the light signal caused by product
accumulation, enzyme impurities, and decreased enzyme activity. In addition, the
method has problems with non-linearity in peak height when a number of identical
nucleotides (homopolymers) are incorporated.
The enzyme apyrase digests unincorporated nucleotides in the system, which has
enabled sequencing by synthesis to be performed in solution. The pyrosequencing
chemistry is based on a balance between the enzymes and substrates involved. Two
reactions in the assay, (i) DNA polymerization by DNA polymerase and (ii) degradation of nucleotides by apyrase, are critical since the enzymes involved in these
two reactions compete for the same substrate, dNTP. Slight changes in the kinetics
of these reactions influence the entire sequencing reaction. Apyrase is excluded in
the microfluidic system, thus eliminating many of the current limitations in pyrosequencing. Hence, in addition to the significantly reduced reagent costs, microfluidic
systems promise to improve the performance by eliminating intermediate-product accumulation due to constant removal of unincorporated nucleotides and by eliminating
dilution effects of nucleotide addition at each reaction cycle in the current plate format. In addition, the incorporation of nucleotides in polymorphic regions is facilitated
by optimizing the time the DNA polymerase is in contact with the DNA template.
To miniaturize the system, the reaction conditions must be optimized. For the
polymerization to take place immediately in the device, there must be an excess
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amount of DNA polymerase relative to the DNA template. Nucleotide concentration
is also an important factor and must be above the Km (Michaelis constant) of the
DNA polymerase for efficient polymerization reaction. If the amount of dNTP or polymerase is insufficient, the extension reaction will not be completed, which causes an
unsynchronized reaction such that certain primers are incompletely extended and the
system goes out of phase. The principle of solid-phase pyrosequencing in a microfluidic flow-through system is shown in Figure 17. The chip is prepared as described
earlier and the reagents (each with one of the four dNTPs) are added sequentially.
The unincorporated products are removed after every reaction cycle.

Figure 17. The principle of bead-based pyrosequencing in the microfluidic device.

A dispensing unit for liquid delivery from five compartments, one for each nucleotide mixture and a washing buffer, was fabricated to enable automation without
any moving parts in the setup. One of the main challenges in microfluidic systems
is to obtain rapid and homogeneous mixing, where mixing is typically dominated by
diffusion. A pure diffusion-based mixing process can be very inefficient, particularly
in solutions containing macromolecules or particles that have very low diffusion coefficients. In our system, the reagents are forced to flow through the beads, which are
packed in three dimensions, into the waste-chamber and out to the outlet of the chip
by capillary forces. The fluid movement combined with very small geometries ensures
rapid mixing inside the reaction chamber. Consequently, all of the PPi molecules
are released inside the reaction chamber in a synchronized extension reaction. Once
the entire chip is wetted, a process that takes a few seconds, the fluid transport is
controlled by diffusion. The diffusion of detectable products (PPi) out to the outlet
is limited due to the larger geometry of the waste-chamber. The light spot is concentrated around the filter-chamber where the beads are captured. The diffusion of
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molecules from the reaction chamber to the outlet is much slower than the reaction
time. Thus, the loss of signal to the outlet is negligible. Figure 18 shows the DNA
sequencing results for SNP scoring. Five reaction cycles were used to score SNP in
the device. High quality sequencing data were obtained.
1.5

Bases

1.0

0.5

0

1 min

C

T

A

G

C

Figure 18. Results of pyrosequencing in the filter chamber device. The nucleotide dispensing order was ”C-T-A-G-C” and the expected sequence ”T-G-C”. Each reaction was allowed
to run for 1 min with a washing step in between.

In conclusion, this work demonstrates the feasibility of performing DNA pyrosequencing in a microfluidic flow-through device. The novel miniaturized approach dramatically reduces reagent consumption compared to the present standard volume in
pyrosequencing. In the flow-though system, no intermediate inhibitory substances are
accumulated after the reaction steps, which offers the potential for increased sequence
read length for other applications such as short sequencing for microbial identification. Furthermore, no external mixing is required, which facilitates automation. The
microfluidic device can be mass-produced in arrays, which would reduce the cost and
offers the possibility of parallel processing. In addition, the microfluidic approach
could facilitate the incorporation of sample preparation steps. The integration of
detection and sample preparation on the same chip promises the development of a
hand-held DNA analysis device.

5.2

Open micro-surface system

The trend in molecular biology has been to miniaturize bio-analysis by using heterogeneous assays. The principle of a heterogeneous assay is to use probe molecules
bound to a solid substrate in order to detect target molecules in a sample. A high
concentration of molecules can be achieved in a localised area by using beads with
a large surface area as a solid phase. Therefore, the sensitivity of analysis can be
increased because the limits of detection are lowered. Beads can be incorporated in
various sample-preparation steps and can be integrated with microfluidic devices. We
have developed a novel technique for self-assembly and immobilization of nano- and
microparticles by microcontact printing (µCP) based on surface chemistry to trap
beads selectively without the use of physical barriers [121]. Microcontact printing is
an easy and convenient technique and is widely used to pattern proteins. Streptavidincoated beads are immobilized on a surface patterned with biotin-linked bovine serum
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albumin. In this thesis, studies were conducted to test the assembled monolayers on
different steps inherent to procedures commonly used in molecular biology such as
alkali treatment, heat treatment, and the convective forces of liquids. A novel DNA
analysis method based on hybridization technology using an immobilized monolayer
of beads was developed (Papers V, IV).
5.2.1

Dynamic Allele-Specific Hybridization

Dynamic allele-specific hybridization (DASH) is a novel SNP-scoring method based
on allele-specific hybridization followed by dynamic heating and simultaneous monitoring of the denaturation profile [15]. The denaturation process is monitored using
fluorescently labeled probes or intercalating dye as shown in Figure 19. The method
has been implemented in two forms to date: DASH-1 [15] and DASH-2 [122]. The
initial DASH-1 system was macro-scaled and used 25-µl reactions and 96-well plates.
DASH-2 is a mini-scaled version using 3-µl reactions and parallel scoring of up to
10,000 1-mm array features on a hand-sized planar membrane. DASH is notable
as it provides standard run conditions, requires no enzymes, and is scaleable. Thus,
DASH provides a generic melting curve analysis that is both robust and simple, which
makes it ideally suited to miniaturization. Since miniaturization improves heat and
mass transfer, DASH analysis is improved at microscales.
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Figure 19. The DASH procedure. The target DNA/probe duplex is prepared and incubated
with an intercalating fluorescent dye specific for double-stranded DNA. The sample is then
steadily heated while the fluorescence is monitored continuously. A rapid fall in fluorescence
indicates the denaturing (or ”melting”) temperature of the probe-target duplex. This is
visualized as the negative derivative of the fluorescence change against temperature.

5.2.2

On-chip SNP Analysis by Dynamic Allele-Specific Hybridization
(Papers V - VI)

Most microfluidic systems draw their advantages from low thermal mass and efficient
mass transport and from large channel-surface-area to channel-volume ratios. All
these advantages are applied for DASH on the microscale. Different alternatives can
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be chosen to miniaturize the DASH technology. A homogeneous assay similar to
miniaturized PCR could be achieved by heating on a micro reaction chamber or by
flowing the DNA duplex through a temperature gradient. While miniaturized, the
homogeneous approach is not suitable for a high degree of multiplexing. This is
because the dye molecules are in solution and only spectral multiplexing is possible.
In addition, real-time detection of the different spectral emmisions would require high
instrumentation efforts. In heterogeneous assay, multiplexed DNA bound on a support
can be monitored with a simple detection setup. Therefore, heterozygous assays offer
a basis on which to develop high throughput systems. Whereas DASH-1 and DASH-2
used microplate wells and membrane macro-arrays, respectively, the unit for a single
assay proposed here is a microbead. The idea is to use beads as the solid phase,
microcontact printing to immobilize the beads, and a chip with integrated heater
and temperature sensor to control the reaction on the microscale. The beads are
immobilized on a planar surface, which enables patches of beads to be used as a means
to increase the surface area for micro-scaled reactions and ultimately to assay separate
reactions on individual beads. The latter will require labeling the beads in a unique
way so that they can eventually be decoded and assigned to appropriate samples
(or assays). With the random-bead-array approach with individually recognizable
beads (for example, varying size or fluorescent content), the individual beads can be
positioned prior to the melting assay. All the beads are then simultaneously monitored
during the dynamic heating. Since the position of each bead is scanned beforehand,
image analysis can reveal the sample.
The first steps towards the use of individual beads as an assay are demonstrated
in the present work. Microcontact printing (µCP) was used to immobilize the beads
on a planar surface. This immobilization is based on surface chemistry and produces
a random array of beads. The steps of DASH assay were tested to evaluate the beadbased approach. Experiments were also performed to determine the optimum signalgeneration mechanisms (the means to detect conversion of double-stranded to singlestranded DNA upon probe-target melting during the DASH cycle) for the micro-
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Figure 20. A enlarged and top view of the heater.
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Figure 21. (a) Microscopic picture of a heater covered with two types of beads, the inset
shows a 50 x 50 µm square area where six beads have been selected for analysis, three of
each type; (b) the negative derivative of the fluorescence of the six beads as well as of the
entire 50 x 50 µm square area.

surface environment. iFRET (induced Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer) [123]
detection was adapted in the bead-based assay. The iFRET fluorescence system
uses a mobile double-strand specific intercalating dye (SYBR Green I) as the donor
molecule for an immobilized acceptor molecule (Rox-6) on the probe. A chip with
integrated heater and temperature sensors was designed based on the chemistry to be
applied. The requirements were as follows: the surface should allow immobilization of
beads, withstand harsh treatment, be reusable, allow image detection, and have array
possibilities, and, most importantly, permit rapid temperature control. The chip was
manufactured using standard lithographic microfabrication methods (Figure 20).
Multiplexing of individually addressable beads was tested to explore the full potential of microbeads. Ten µm beads conjugated with a mismatching DNA templateprobe duplex were mixed with 6-µm beads conjugated with the matching configuration, and melting-curve analysis was performed. The result is shown in Figure 21.
An area of 50 µm was chosen and three different beads of each variant were analyzed.
The melting profiles reveal that multiplexing based on single-bead analysis is possible.
The discriminatory power of the assay is measured by the differences in melting
temperature caused by a single-base variation in the sequence. The temperature
difference obtained enables unambiguous allele discrimination. The microscale beadbased DASH experiment was conducted at a temperature-ramping rate of 60/min,
which is more than 20 times faster than is possible with the conventional DASH
method. In other words, experiments that took more than 15 minutes could be
performed in less that 1 minute.
In conclusion, a novel bead-based rapid melting curve analysis for SNP genotyping
was developed. Single-bead analysis was realized, which is a dramatic volume reduction and a step towards the development of cost-effective high-throughput DASH on
arrays of single beads.
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Conclusions

”If we knew what we were doing, it wouldn’t be called research, would it?”
Albert Einstein
Bioscience and Biotechnology are related fields that are involved in unravelling the
enormous complexity of genome function for the benefit of mankind. Progress will depend upon the development of suitably targeted and effective technologies. Research
into miniaturization and system integration is primarily driven by the need to reduce
costs by reducing the consumption of expensive reagents and increasing throughput
and automation. In this thesis, the development of microfluidic platforms for different SNP genotyping technologies have been presented. This was achieved by bridging
two disciplines: microsystem technology and molecular biology/biochemistry and included the design and microfabrication of microfluidic devices and adapting bioassays
for sequence determinations of DNA. Different bead-based bioassays were explored in
the scope of this thesis. Firstly, a closed microfluidic device was evaluated whereby
beads were packed in a three dimensional confined volume while reagents were allowed to flow freely. The assays developed included allele-specific extension and DNA
pyrosequencing. In the allele-specific extension assay, the microfluidic approach was
designed to take advantage of the reaction kinetics of the extension reaction. This approach eliminated the need for optimization steps to increase the sequence specificity
for accurate scoring of SNPs. The pyrosequencing assay was successfully adapted into
a microfluidic flow-through system. This approach enabled iterative washing without
accumulation of intermediate inhibitory substances after each reaction step, which
promises to increase sequence read length.
Secondly, a chip with integrated heater and temperature sensors was developed
for open system DNA analysis using the dynamic allele-specific assay. In this method
monolayered beads were dynamically heated on the open surface of microheater chip
for rapid melting curve analysis, including the possibility of multiplexing. These
differing approaches present a number of common advantages:
• Improved performance
• Increased throughput
• Dramatic reduction of the working volumes (reagents and sample)
• Adaptable into lab-on-a-chip systems
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